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Gates Foundation Awards $4M Grant To
Fund Digital ID Initiative
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If you’re tired of censorship and surveillance, subscribe to

Reclaim The Net. (https://reclaimthenet.org/go/pt)

The Gates Foundation continues to bankroll various initiatives around the

world aimed at introducing digital ID and payments by the end of this

decade.

The scheme is known as the digital public infrastructure (DPI)

(https://reclaimthenet.org/un-program-pushes-digital-public-

infrastructure), and those pushing it include private or informal groups like

the said foundation and the World Economic Forum (WEF), but also the US,

the EU, and the UN.
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And now, the UK-based AI and data science research group Alan Turing

Institute has become the recipient of a renewed grant, this time amounting to

$4 million, given by the Gates Foundation.

This has been announced (https://www.turing.ac.uk/news/renewed-

funding-developing-trustworthy-digital-identity-global-south) as initial

funding for the Institute’s initiative to ensure “responsible” implementation

of ID services. (https://reclaimthenet.org/wef-report-supports-cbdc-and-

digital-id-urges-public-private-collaboration-in-finance)

The Turing Institute is presenting its work that will be financed by the grant

over the next three years as a multi-disciplinary project focused on positive

issues, such as ensuring that launching DPI elements (like digital ID) is done

with privacy and security concerns properly addressed.

But – given the past and multi-year activities of the Gates Foundation,

nobody should be blamed for interpreting this as an attempt to actually

whitewash these key issues – namely privacy and security – that opponents

of centralizing people’s identities through digital ID schemes consistently

warn about.

In announcing the renewed grant, the Turing Institute made it clear that it

considers implementing “ID services” a positive direction, which according to

the organization improves anything from inclusion, access to services and to

human rights.

But apparently, some “tweaking” around privacy and security (or at least

“enhancing” the perception of how they are handled in digital ID programs)

– is needed. Hence, perhaps, the new initiative.

“The project aims to enhance the privacy and security of national digital

identity systems, with the ultimate goal to maximize the value to

beneficiaries, whilst limiting known and unknown risks to these constituents

and maintaining the integrity of the overall system,” the Institute said.

Related: The 2024 Digital ID and Online Age Verification Agenda

(https://reclaimthenet.org/us-states-online-age-verification-laws-

2024)

A lot of big words, and positive sentiment – but, in simpler words, what the

statement amounts to is a promise to somehow “auto-magically” cover all the

bases. That is – at once secure the benefits while obliterating the negatives.

(Maybe the Institute has a spare bridge to sell, too /s)

The worry here is that this could be yet another Gates Foundation PR blitz

aimed at improving the image of the mistrusted, by rights-minded people,

“DPI” push – a distrust that in no insignificant part stems from not trusting
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its biggest proponents as having any genuinely noble intentions to begin

with.

An interesting piece of information that we do learn from the announcement

is that every year, “billions of dollars are being invested to develop more

secure, scalable, and user-friendly identity (digital ID) systems.”
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Learn How to Stop Hidden Trackers on Your Android Phone With Open-Source
Technology (https://reclaimthenet.org/open-source-in-app-tracker-blocking-
android)
Stop ad companies and data brokers harvesting your in-app activity.

(https://reclaimthenet.org/open-source-in-app-tracker-blocking-android)
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Biden’s New Frontier: Targeting “Misinformation” Around The World
(https://reclaimthenet.org/bidens-new-frontier-targeting-misinformation-around-
the-world)
Behind the controversial programs and grants.

(https://reclaimthenet.org/bidens-new-frontier-targeting-misinformation-around-the-world)

(https://reclaimthenet.org/ad-tracking-data-is-fueling-the-intelligence-community)
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Ad Tracking Data Is Fueling The Intelligence Community
(https://reclaimthenet.org/ad-tracking-data-is-fueling-the-intelligence-community)
Despite new “safeguards,” intelligence agencies continue buying sensitive personal data from brokers, sparking privacy concerns.

Top 10 Must-Have F-Droid Apps for Privacy, Security, and Productivity
(https://reclaimthenet.org/top-10-must-have-f-droid-apps-for-privacy-security-and-
productivity)
Here are 10 of our most recommended F-Droid apps to get started with.

(https://reclaimthenet.org/top-10-must-have-f-droid-apps-for-privacy-security-and-productivity)
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The Rise and Reckoning of Ticketmaster: A Tale of Monopoly and Scandal
(https://reclaimthenet.org/the-rise-and-reckoning-of-ticketmaster-a-tale-of-
monopoly-and-scandal)
As the Justice Department files its lawsuit to break up the company, we analyze the case.

(https://reclaimthenet.org/the-rise-and-reckoning-of-ticketmaster-a-tale-of-monopoly-and-scandal)

(https://reclaimthenet.org/proton-mail-privacy-security-settings-features)
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Little-Known Ways To Maximize Your Privacy and Security When Using
ProtonMail (https://reclaimthenet.org/proton-mail-privacy-security-settings-
features)
Become a Proton Mail pro.

Lawsuit Analysis: Uvalde Families Blame Call of Duty, Meta For “Grooming”
Gunman (https://reclaimthenet.org/lawsuit-analysis-uvalde-families-blame-call-of-
duty-meta-for-grooming-gunman)
Lawyer Josh Koskoff argues these companies “groomed” and “radicalized” young men, influencing the shooter to commit the attack.

(https://reclaimthenet.org/lawsuit-analysis-uvalde-families-blame-call-of-duty-meta-for-grooming-gunman)
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Analysis: The Future of Surveillance? Microsoft Introduces Always-Watching
Feature For Every PC (https://reclaimthenet.org/analysis-the-future-of-
surveillance-microsoft-introduces-always-watching-feature-for-every-pc)
Microsoft’s AI-driven Recall feature logs every action on your PC, raising alarms about security and user privacy – particularly when you
look to the future.

(https://reclaimthenet.org/analysis-the-future-of-surveillance-microsoft-introduces-always-watching-feature-for-every-pc)

(https://reclaimthenet.org/how-amazon-tracks-your-every-move-and-what-to-do-about-it)
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From Bookstore to Big Brother: How Amazon Tracks Your Every Move and What
To Do About It (https://reclaimthenet.org/how-amazon-tracks-your-every-move-
and-what-to-do-about-it)
With Amazon’s extensive data collection practices, understanding and limiting your data exposure is crucial for maintaining privacy.
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